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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we solve the problem of determining a consistent instantiation of any finite,
path-consistent and atomic network of RCC8 base relations. We already know that such
networks that contain a finite number of variables have a realization in any dimension
d ≥ 1. The novelty of our work is that given any path-consistent and atomic constraint
RCC8 network, we are able to construct in polynomial time a realization that satisfies it.
For this purpose, we suitably instantiate the variables of such a network by associating to
them some regular closed sets of the set of real numbers.
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Since the introduction by Allen [1] of a qualitative temporal reasoning formalism, an increasing number of researchers
interested in Artificial Intelligence developed other kinds of temporal reasoning [21,31,30]. Indeed, for some specific
systems, it appears that only the qualitative representation of their temporal information suffices to describe them. This
is also true for space. The increasing interest concerning qualitative spatial reasoning is due to its multitude of applications
to different fields such as Geographic Information Systems, robot navigation, high level vision or natural languages. Several
formalisms [2,4,13,22,23,10] allowus to qualitatively describe objects in space and to reason about their respective positions.
The works of Clarke [11,12] have been followed by those of Randell et al. [26], who developed the RCC formalism. This
formalism studies the different relations that we can define between regions in a topological space, based on the primitive
relation of connection. Two of its fragments, namely, RCC5 and RCC8, were introduced later on by Bennett [5]. Since then,
several real-life applications of these two formalisms have been found by other researchers. For example, Bouzy [7] used
RCC8 in programming the Go game, and Andreas et al. [17] used RCC5 in order to set up assistance systems in intelligent
vehicles. Li andWang [18] consistently extended RCC8 binary networks, and Li [20] combined RCC8with another qualitative
spatial formalism in order to get a more expressive language. It is worth noting that Li [19] already solved the problem of
determining a consistent instantiation of any finite, path-consistent and atomic network ofRCC8 base relations. In this paper,
we prove the same result by adopting a totally different approach, one that is based on instantiating RCC8 networks over
regular closed sets of R.
Renz and Nebel [24,29] showed that the consistency problem of a finite path-consistent network of RCC8 constraints
is in NP . In order to determine the complexity of a temporal logic based on RCC , such as the one introduced by Wolter
and Zakharyaschev [32], we have already shown in [3] that we needed to solve atomic constraints involving an infinite,
enumerable number of variables.
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Fig. 1. Bi-dimensional representation of the relations of RCC8.
Nebel and Bürckert [25] determined a maximal tractable class of the Interval Algebra introduced by Allen, while Jonsson
and Drakengren [16], followed by Renz and Nebel [29,28], enumerated all the tractable classes of RCC5 and RCC8. A problem
that has never been tackled is the complexity of the consistency of an atomic RCC8 constraint network containing an infinite
number of variables. In the context of RCC5, the above problem was shown to be polynomial in the length of the elements
of the network R in two different ways: (1) we first proposed a static instantiation of the network’s variables [3] (i.e. we
instantiated all the variables of R at the same time), (2) then we exhibited a dynamic instantiation of R’s variables [8,9]
(i.e. after classifying its variables in an arbitrary order, we started to instantiate them incrementally in the set of the subsets
of N). Due to the specific properties of the RCC8 relations EC , TPP and TPP−1, the method developed in [9] appears to be
insufficient for answering our question.
Renz [27] already showed that any network of RCC8 relations which is consistent has a realization in the n-dimensional
Euclidean spaceRn for each n ≥ 1. He gave an algorithm that runs inO(n4) for determining such a realization. Note that Renz
interpreted the RCC8 relations over topological spaces. In this semantics, regions are regular closed subsets and two regions
are said to be connected if they have a non-empty intersection. Later on, Li [19] gave an O(n3) algorithm for generating a
realization of path-consistent networks of RCC8 base relations in any RCC8model. He also showed that the consistencyw.r.t.
the RCC theory is equivalent to the consistency w.r.t. topology.
In this paper, we propose an O(n3) algorithm that constructs a realization for any finite, atomic and path-consistent
constraint network of RCC8 base relations.We believe that our algorithm could be naturally extended to deal with networks
that contain an enumerable number of variables. We follow Renz’s approach by interpreting the RCC8 relations over a
topological space. Actually, our realization uses internally disconnected regions over the topological space R, and it can
be naturally extended to any n-dimensional Euclidean space Rn. Indeed, and using prime numbers, to each element of such
a network, we associate a regular closed subset of the set of real numbers, with its usual topology.
This paper is divided as follows. In Section 2, we recall some basic results concerning RCC8. In Section 3, we define the
valuation we use to instantiate the variables of any finite, atomic and path-consistent constraint network of RCC8 base
relations. We prove in Section 4 that every finite, atomic and path-consistent network of RCC8 base relations is consistent.
We give in Section 5 an O(n3) algorithm for generating realization of such networks. Before concluding, we briefly compare
in Section 6 our method to Li’s one.
2. The qualitative spatial model RCC8
Given a certain number of objects in space, the relations of RCC8 enable us to reason about the topological relations that
relate them. Denoted by EC , DC , PO, EQ , TPP , NTPP , TPP−1, NTPP−1, their respective significations for two spatial regions are:
‘‘externally connected’’, ‘‘disconnected’’, ‘‘partial overlap’’, ‘‘equal’’, ‘‘tangential proper part’’, ‘‘non-tangential proper part’’,
‘‘tangentially contains’’ and ‘‘strictly contains’’. They are jointly exhaustive and pairwise disjoint. An example of a spatial
representation in the plane of these relations is given in Fig. 1.
LetR = (N, C) be an RCC8 constraint network, where N ⊆ N, and C is a mapping from N × N to the set of the subsets
of RCC8 relations. Semantically, C(x, y) contains all the possible relations that are allowed to connect the vertices x and y
in R. A model for R is a structure of the formM = (S, v), where S is a topological space and v is a valuation that maps
the elements of N to non-empty regular closed subsets of S. We say that the modelM satisfies the networkR if for every
i, j ∈ N , the relation that holds between v(i) and v(j) in S, and usually denoted by RS(v(i), v(j)), belongs to C(i, j). We next
give the definition of the relation RS(v(i), v(j)).
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Definition 1. LetR = (N, C) be an RCC8 constraint network andM = (S, v) be a model.
∀ i, j ∈ N we have the following:
EQS(v(i), v(j)) iff (v(i) = v(j)),
TPPS(v(i), v(j)) iff (v(i) ⊂ v(j) ∧ Fr(i) 1 ∩Fr(j) ≠ ∅),
TPP−1S (v(i), v(j)) iff TPPS(v(j), v(i)),
NTPPS(v(i), v(j)) iff (v(i) ⊂ v(j) ∧ Fr(i) ∩ Fr(j) = ∅),
NTPP−1S (v(i), v(j)) iff NTPPS(v(j), v(i)),
DCS(v(i), v(j)) iff (v(i) ∩ v(j) = ∅),
ECS(v(i), v(j)) iff (
◦
v (i)∩ ◦v (j) = ∅ ∧ Fr(v(i)) ∩ Fr(v(j)) ≠ ∅),
POS(v(i), v(j)) iff (
◦
v (i)∩ ◦v (j) ≠ ∅ ∧ (∃ x ∈ ◦v (i), x ∉ v(j)) ∧ (∃ x ∈ ◦v (j), x ∉ v(i))).
Definition 2. A constraint network is consistent if there exists a model that satisfies it. We also say that the valuation v is
consistent.
If for all i, j ∈ N C(i, j) contains exactly one element, then the network is said to be atomic. It is path-consistent iff
∀ i, j, k ∈ N: C(i, i) = {EQ }, C(i, j) = C−1(j, i) and C(i, k) ⊆ C(i, j) ◦ C(j, k). C−1(i, j) contains the inverse of the relations
in C(i, j). The composition table of the RCC8 relations is given in Appendix. This table first appeared in Cui et al. [15]. Renz
and Nebel [29] used the consistency-based composition of relations to compute it. We next give its definition.
Definition 3. Let E be the set of atomic RCC8 relations, S a topological space and R1, R2 ∈ E.
The relation R1 ◦ R2 is a subset of 2E which satisfies the following:
R1 ◦ R2 contains all the relations Q ∈ E such that there exist non-empty closed subsets a, b, c of S such that aR1b, b R2c and
aQc hold.
We often wish to provide an answer to the following problem:
Input: a constraint networkR = (N, C).
Output: is there a modelM that satisfies the networkR?
The above problem is called RSAT . From now onwewill consider models of the formM = (R, v), whereR is endowed with
its usual topology.
3. Valuation defined over R
Let R = (N, C) be a path-consistent network of atomic constraints. For practical reasons, we will denote v(i) and the
constraint C(i, j) involving two elements i and j of the network by vi and Cij, respectively.
We start this section by giving some preliminary definitions, before defining our valuation in Definition 7.
Definition 4. A chain is any sequence T = (σ1, . . . , σp) ⊆ N containing at least two elements and satisfying: ∀ 1 ≤ j <
p− 1, Cσjσj+1 = {NTPP}.
A chain T ismaximal with respect to an element i of the network if i ∈ T and ∀ 1 ≤ j ≤ p− 1, there is no k less than i such
that:
– Cσjk = Ckσj+1 = {NTPP},
– Or Cσpk = {NTPP},
– Or Ckσ1 = {NTPP}.
Informally, a chain T is said to be maximal with respect to an element i if it is impossible to ‘‘insert’’ into it any element
k of the network that does not appear in T such that k < i and k is in the relation NTPP (resp. NTPP−1) with the next (resp.
preceding) element of the chain. Notice that there may be several maximal chains with respect to a specific element.
Example 1. Consider the following atomic and path-consistent network where N = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}, C21 = C31 = C32 =
C34 = C51 = {NTPP}, and all the remaining constraints being equal to {PO} (see Fig. 2).
All the chains of this network are: T1 = (3, 2), T2 = (3, 1), T3 = (2, 1), T4 = (3, 2, 1), T5 = (3, 4), T6 = (5, 1). For
instance, T1 and T2 are notmaximal with respect to the element 3, because despite the fact that C32 = C21 = {NTPP} vertices
1 and 2 do not appear in the chains T1 and T2, respectively. On the other hand, the chains T4, T5, and T6 are maximal with
respect to 3, 4, 5, respectively.
Definition 5. Let T = (σ1, . . . , σp) be a chain. ∀ k ∈ {1, . . . , p}, let posTσk = k. If T1, . . . , Tm designate all the maximal chains
of the networkR that contain i ∈ N then we define li to be equal tomax{posTki , 1 ≤ k ≤ m}.
1 Fr(v) = (v¯\ ◦v) where v¯ and ◦v designate the adherence and the interior of v in S.
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Fig. 2. Graphical representation of the network of Example 1.
Fig. 3. A directed acyclic graph representing the NTPP relations of Example 1.
In other words, li gives the position of element i (from position number 1 to p) within amaximal chain consisting of NTPP
relations only.
Maximal chains only concern the elements of the network that are in the relation NTPP and enable us to reorder the
network’s variables, depending on their occurrence in the chains. This is possible because of the property of finiteness of the
considered networks. The aim of this tool is to define a valuation satisfying the following property: if i and j are elements of
N such that Cji = {NTPP} then vi strictly contains vj. Thus, the problem related to the constraint NTPP will be solved. Notice
that the variables that are constrained with the relation NTPP may be represented by the means of a directed acyclic graph.
Example 2. Consider the network of Example 1, and let us represent its variables that take into account the relation NTPP
(see Fig. 3).
It is obvious that l3 = l5 = 1, l2 = l4 = 2 and l1 = 3.
The following definitions allow us to simplify the notations of the valuations we will define later on.
Definition 6. Given a networkR = (N, C) and an element i of N , let:
E1 = {j ∈ N : Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ }}.
E2 = {(j, j′) ∈ N2 : Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ } ∧ Cjj′ = {PO}}.
E3 = {(j, j′) ∈ N2 : Cji = {NTPP} ∧ Cjj′ = {PO}}.
E4 = {(j, j′) ∈ N2 : Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ } ∧ Cjj′ = {EC} ∧ j′ > j}.
E5 = {(j, j′) ∈ N2 : Cij ∈ {TPP, EQ } ∧ Cjj′ = {EC} ∧ j′ < j}.
E6 = {j ∈ N : Cji = {NTPP}}.
E7 = {(j, j′) ∈ N2 : Cji = {NTPP} ∧ Cjj′ = {EC}}.
Definition 7. ∀ j ∈ N∗ , let pj be the jth prime number in N. For example, we have p1 = 2, p2 = 3, p3 = 5, etc . . . .
Let ϵ ∈ R, 0 < ϵ < 14 . ∀ i ∈ Nwhere 1 ≤ i ≤ n, consider the following valuation.










[pj × pj′ − ϵ, pj × pj′ + ϵ]

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Notice that any connected interval included in vi is centered on a prime or a product of prime numbers. Our appropriate
choice of ϵ (i.e. 0 < ϵ < 14 ) limits the length of each connected interval to strictly less than one. In this way, we avoid
any undesirable intersection between two different valuations vi and vj. For instance, if ϵ = 12 , and N = {1, 2} where
C12 = {DC}, the valuation we just defined becomes inconsistent. Indeed, due to the first line in the definition of vi, we have
[2− 12 , 2+ 12 ] ⊆ v1 and [3− 12 , 3+ 12 ] ⊆ v2, thus 52 ∈ v1 ∩ v2. We find it impossible to instantiate v1 and v2 in such a way
that their intersection is empty. Notice that by construction vi is a non-empty regular closed subset of R.
Furthermore, it is worth noting the following remarks regarding Definition 7.
• The default relation between vi and vj (where i ≠ j) is DC .
• The set R− is used to deal with the relation EC .
• Instantiating an element i ∈ N of the networkR involves determining in advance all the different constraints that bind
it to the remaining elements ofR.
We next illustrate how to construct a consistent instantiation of an atomic and path consistent network of RCC8 base
relations according to the valuation defined in Definition 7.
Example 3. Consider a network of three variables where N = {1, 2, 3}, C12 = {EC}, C13 = {NTPP}, C23 = {PO}.
We first need to determine the maximal chains with respect to the elements of the network. Since there is just one NTPP
relation between v1 and v3, the only (maximal) chain is (1, 3). Thus l1 = 1, and l3 = 2.
As for the valuations vi, we have:
v1 = [2 − ϵ, 2 + ϵ] ∪ [−6 − ϵ,−6]. v2 = [3 − ϵ, 3 + ϵ] ∪ [−6,−6 + ϵ] ∪ [15 − ϵ, 15 + ϵ], v3 = [5 − ϵ, 5 + ϵ] ∪ [2 −
7ϵ
4 , 2+ 7ϵ4 ] ∪ [−6− 7ϵ4 ,−6+ 7ϵ4 ] ∪ [15− ϵ, 15+ ϵ].
Example 4. Consider the following network (see Fig. 4): N = {1, 2, 3, 4}, C12 = C13 = C23 = {NTPP}, C24 = {EC},
C14 = {DC}, and C34 = {PO}.
The chains of this network are: (1, 2), (1, 3), (2, 3), and (1, 2, 3). The maximal chains with respect to the elements 2 and 3
are: (1, 2), (1, 2, 3). We deduce that l1 = 1, l2 = 2 and l3 = 3.
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Fig. 5. Graphical representation of the network of Example 5.
As for the valuations vi, we have:
v1 = [2− ϵ, 2+ ϵ]. v2 = [3− ϵ, 3+ ϵ] ∪ [2− 7ϵ4 , 2+ 7ϵ4 ] ∪ [−21− ϵ,−21], v3 = [5− ϵ, 5+ ϵ] ∪ [3− ϵ, 3+ ϵ] ∪ [2−
15ϵ
8 , 2+ 15ϵ8 ] ∪ [−21− ϵ,−21] ∪ [35− ϵ, 35+ ϵ] and v4 = [7− ϵ, 7+ ϵ] ∪ [−21,−21+ ϵ] ∪ [35− ϵ, 35+ ϵ].
Example 5. Consider the following network (see Fig. 5): N = {1, 2, 3, 4}, C12 = C13 = C32 = C42 = {NTPP}, C41 = {DC},
C43 = {PO}.
The maximal chains with respect to the elements 2 to 4 of the network are: (1, 2), (1, 3, 2), (4, 2). We deduce that
l1 = l4 = 1, l2 = 3 and l3 = 2.
As for the valuations vi, we have:
v1 = [2− ϵ, 2+ ϵ]. v2 = [3− ϵ, 3+ ϵ] ∪ [2− 15ϵ8 , 2+ 15ϵ8 ] ∪ [5− 15ϵ8 , 5+ 15ϵ8 ] ∪ [7− 15ϵ8 , 7+ 15ϵ8 ] ∪ [35− 15ϵ8 , 35+ 15ϵ8 ],
v3 = [5− ϵ, 5+ ϵ] ∪ [2− 7ϵ4 , 2+ 7ϵ4 ] ∪ [35− ϵ, 35+ ϵ] and v4 = [7− ϵ, 7+ ϵ] ∪ [35− ϵ, 35+ ϵ].
4. A consistent valuation
This section is rather technical and consists solely in proving the following proposition.
Proposition 1. Every finite, atomic and path-consistent network of RCC8 base relations is consistent.
Proof 1. Wemust show that ∀ i ≠ k, R(vi, vk) = Cik.
Considering the usual topology of R, let Fr(v) = (v¯\ ◦v) where v¯ and ◦v designate the adherence and the interior of v in R,
respectively.
Let vi = I1 ∪ · · · ∪ I8, where (Il)(1≤l≤8) are the unions of intervals as they appear in the definition of vi (e.g. I1 =
j∈E1 [pj − ϵ, pj + ϵ]). We next omit the proofs for the cases TPP−1 and NTPP−1 because of their symmetry with TPP and
NTPP , respectively.
In the following proof, we let vk = I ′1 ∪ · · · ∪ I ′8.
We next distinguish six cases.
1. Cik = {EC}.
We must show that
◦
vi ∩ ◦vk= ∅ and that Fr(vi) ∩ Fr(vk) ≠ ∅.
By definition,−pi × pk ∈ Fr(vi) ∩ Fr(vk). Let x ∈ ◦vi.
(a) If x ∈ ◦I1 ∪
◦
I6 with Cji ∈ {TPP,NTPP, EQ }, then (Cji ∈ {TPP,NTPP, EQ } ∧ Cik = EC) p.c.H⇒2 Cjk ∈ {DC, EC}, and
x ∈ vk ⇒ x ∈ I ′1 ∪ I ′6 ⇒ Cjk ∈ {TPP,NTPP, EQ }.
(b) For x ∈ ◦I2 ∪
◦
I3 with Cjj′ = {PO} and Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ ,NTPP}, we have x ∈ I ′2 ∪ I ′3 ⇒ ∃ l, l′ such that (Cll′ = {PO} ∧ Clk ∈
{TPP, EQ ,NTPP}) with ((l = j ∧ l′ = j′) ∨ (l = j′ ∧ l′ = j)).
i. For (l = j ∧ l′ = j′), (Cjk ∈ {TPP, EQ ,NTPP} ∧ Cji ∈ {TPP,NTPP, EQ }) p.c.H⇒ Cik ∈ {PO, TPP−1, TPP, EQ ,
NTPP,NTPP−1}.
ii. For (l = j′ ∧ l′ = j), (Cj′k ∈ {TPP, EQ ,NTPP} ∧ Cjj′ = {PO}) p.c.H⇒ Cjk ∈ {PO, TPP,NTPP}.
Thus (Cjk ∈ {PO, TPP,NTPP} ∧ Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ ,NTPP}) p.c.H⇒ Cik ≠ {EC}.
2 p.c. is an abbreviation of path-consistency.
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(c) For x ∈ ◦I4 with Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ } and (Cjj′ = {EC} such that j < j′), we distinguish two cases:
i. x ∈ I ′4 ∪ I ′7 ⇒ ∃ l, l′ ∈ N such that ((l < l′) ∧ Clk ∈ {TPP, EQ ,NTPP} ∧ Cll′ = {EC}) where (l = j ∧ l
′ = j′). Thus
Cjk ∈ {TPP, EQ ,NTPP}.
But (Cjk ∈ {TPP, EQ ,NTPP} ∧ Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ }) p.c.H⇒ Cik ∈ {PO, TPP−1, TPP,NTPP, EQ }.
ii. x ∈ I ′8 ⇒ ∃ l, l′ ∈ N such that ((l < l′) ∧ Clk = {NTTP} ∧ Cl′l = {EC})with (l′ = j ∧ l = j
′
).
(Cj′k = {NTTP} ∧ Cjj′ = {EC})
p.c.H⇒ Cjk ∈ {PO, TPP,NTPP}.
Thus (Cjk ∈ {PO, TPP,NTPP} ∧ Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ }) p.c.H⇒ Cik ≠ {EC}.
(d) For x ∈ ◦I7 with Cji = {NTTP} and (Cjj′ = {EC} such that (l < l′)), we show that x ∉ vk, as done above.
All the considered cases lead to a contradiction. We deduce that x ∈ ◦vi⇒ x ∉ vk.
2. Cik = {TPP}.
We must show that vi ⊂ vk and that Fr(vk) ∩ Fr(vi) ≠ ∅.
By definition, [pk − ϵ, pk + ϵ] ∩ vi = ∅ and pi − ϵ ∈ Fr(vk) ∩ Fr(vi).
Note that lk ≥ li because we have: ∀ j ∈ N , (Cji = {NTPP} ∧ Cik = {TPP}) p.c.H⇒ Cjk = {NTPP}.
Let x ∈ vi. We show below that x ∈ vk.
(a) If x ∈ I1 ∪ I6, then (Cji ∈ {TPP,NTPP, EQ } ∧ Cik = {TPP}) p.c.H⇒ Cjk ∈ {TPP,NTPP}, and by definition of vk we have
x ∈ I ′1 ∪ I ′6.
(b) If x ∈ I2 with Cjj′ = {PO} and Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ }, then (Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ } ∧ Cik = {TPP}) p.c.H⇒ Cjk ∈ {TPP,NTPP}, and by
definition we have x ∈ I ′2 ∪ I ′3.
(c) If x ∈ I3 with Cjj′ = {PO} and Cji = {NTPP}, then (Cji = NTPP ∧ Cik = {TPP}) p.c.H⇒ Cjk = {NTPP}, thus x ∈ I ′3 because
lk/j ≥ li/j.
(d) If x ∈ I4 with Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ } and (Cjj′ = {EC} such that (j < j′)), then (Cji ∈ {TPP, EQ } ∧ Cik = {TPP})
p.c.H⇒ Cjk ∈
{TPP,NTPP}, thus (Cjk ∈ {TPP,NTPP} ∧ Cjj′ = {EC})⇒ x ∈ vk.
(e) If x ∈ I7 with Cji = {NTPP} and (Cjj′ = {EC} such that (j < j′)), then (Cji = {NTPP} ∧ Cik = {TPP})
p.c.H⇒ Cjk = {NTPP},
then (Cjk = {NTPP} ∧ Cjj′ = {EC})⇒ x ∈ I
′
7 because lk/j ≥ li/j.
We conclude that vi  vk and Fr(vk) ∩ Fr(vi) ≠ ∅.
3. Cik = {NTPP}.
In order to show that vi ⊂ vk and that Fr(vk) ∩ Fr(vi) = ∅, we proceed in the same way as we did in case 2.
4. Cik = {EQ }.
Note that lk = li because of the fact that: ∀ l, l′ ∈ N , (Clk = Cl′i = {NTPP})
p.c.H⇒ (Cli = Cl′k = {NTPP}).
We deduce that vi = vk.
5. If Cik = {PO}.
By definition we have [pi − ϵ, pi + ϵ] ∩ vk = ∅, [pk − ϵ, pk + ϵ] ∩ vi = ∅ and [pi × pk − ϵ, pi × pk + ϵ] ⊆ vi ∩ vk.
For the case where Cik = {DC}, we show that vk ∩ vi = ∅ by proceeding in the same way as we did in case 1. For
Cik ∈ {NTPP−1, TPP−1}, we have Cki ∈ {NTPP, TPP}, and we proceed in the same way as we did in case 2.
Having proved that for all i ≠ k, R(vi, vk) = Cik, Proposition 1 is established. 
5. An algorithm that runs in O(n3) time
Before providing the full algorithm that allows us to consistently instantiate networks of RCC8 base relations, we give
a method in Table 1 that achieves the following task. Given an atomic, finite and path-consistent network of RCC8 base
relations (denoted byR = (N, C)), compute the values li as defined in Definition 5.
We name this algorithm Floyd–Warshall-Modified because it is inspired by the well known Floyd–Warshall algorithm [14].
The difference here is thatwe are interested in computing the longest path between any couple of vertices of a givennetwork.
Example 6. Consider the networkR = (N, C)where N = {1, 2, 3}, and C12 = {NTPP}, C31 = {NTPP−1}, and C32 = {NTPP}.
After applying the above algorithm, we getRNT PP where C12 = C13 = C32 = {NTPP}, and thematrixM =





It is clear that l2 = 3, l3 = 2, and l1 = 1 (since C12 = {NTPP}).
We are now ready to provide in Table 2 the algorithm that solves the following problem.
Input: finite, atomic and path-consistent network of RCC8 base relations.
Output: a consistent realization in the set of subsets of R.
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Table 1
Algorithm for computing the values li .
Floyd–Warshall-Modified
Step 1. GivenR, keep only the edges with labels NTTP and NTPP−1 .
Step 2. Replace NTPP−1 by NTPP and reverse the corresponding edges.
LetRNT PP be the resulting network.
Step 3. (i) Applying the Floyd–Warshall algorithm, compute matrixM that
holds the values of the longest paths between any couple of
vertices ofRNT PP ,
(ii) for each column j ofM , select the highest value hjmax:
if hjmax ≠ 0 then lj = hjmax + 1,




Determining the values of vi .
Consistent-Realization-in-R
Step 1. Given a networkR, apply to it Floyd–Warshall-Modified,
Step 2. for each i ∈ N do
if ∃j < i such that Cji = {EQ } then vi = vj ,
else determine vi according to Definition 7
endif
endfor
Proposition 2. Every finite, atomic and path-consistent network of RCC8 base relations has a realization in time O(n3).
Proof 2. Indeed, the running time of Consistent-Realization-in-R is determined by the running times of Floyd–Warshall-
Modified and Step 2 in Table 2.
Regarding Floyd–Warshall-Modified, Steps 1 and 2 require O(n2), and Step 3 O(n3) (since we know that the basic Floyd–
Warshall runs in O(n3) [14]), for a total running time of O(n3). As for Step 2 in Table 2, it is directly related to Definition 7.
For each i ∈ N , the time required to construct the set vi is, asymptotically speaking, equal to the time needed to compute
the sets Ek (with 1 ≤ k ≤ 7) given in Definition 6. Note that in order to instantiate a variable i, we only need to check
the types of constraints it has with the previously instantiated variables 1, . . . , i− 1. Thus, determining any set Ek requires
in the worst case O(i2), for a total of O(n3) to instantiate all the variables of the network. So the overall running time of
Consistent-Realization-in-R is O(n3).
Also recall that this instantiation is consistent (see Proposition 1), which completes our proof. 
Furthermore, this realization can be extended naturally to any Euclidean space Rn of a higher dimension. For example,
in R2 we could consider circles in which centers are the mid-points of the intervals of vi given in Definition 7, and which
diameters have the same lengths as that of the intervals of vi.
Another problem of interest would be to find a consistent instantiation of networks containing an infinite number of
variables. By the compactness theorem [6] we know that such an instantiation exists.
Proposition 3. Every atomic and path-consistent constraint network of RCC8, containing an enumerable number of elements, is
consistent.
Proof 3. Let R be such a network. We already know by Proposition 1 that every finite subset of R is consistent (i.e. has a
model). Thus, by the compactness theoremR is consistent too. 
6. Brief comparison of the two methods
In this section, we compare the approach we adopted to solve our problem to that of Li’s.
Li gave an algorithm for generating realization of path-consistent networks of RCC8 base relations in a class of topological
spaces he called canonical connection structures. The canonical structures he defined consist of a collection of atomic units.
He defined partially ordered sets as P = {f , t1, t2}, where f , t1, and t2 refer to the false point, the left true point, and the
right true point, respectively. Moreover, they satisfy f < t1, and t1 and t2 are incomparable. He then considered the lower
topology of (P,≤)with its five open sets, before constructing a topological space Tn for each n ≥ 1. Finally, Li gave an O(n3)
algorithm for instantiating consistent RCC8 with n variables in Tn. For more details, one could refer to [19].
As for us, we directly instantiated consistent RCC8 networks in the set of real R. For this purpose, we used regular closed
sets and prime numbers to instantiate the elements of such networks. We then proposed an algorithm that uses a modified
version of Floyd–Warshall’s algorithm to complete any instantiation of networks of n variables in O(n3) time.
Our work is very close to that of Li’s since we solve the same problem with the same asymptotic running time (i.e.
O(n3)). We claim that our method is more straightforward since we directly instantiate networks of RCC8 base relations in
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R, without having to define canonical structures. Moreover, as one can see from Examples 3–5 aswell as from the algorithms
given in Tables 1 and 2, instantiating such networks can be done in an easy and natural way.
7. Conclusion
Aswe already stated in the introduction, most of the work concerning the complexity and the tractability results of finite
networks of RCC5 and RCC8 relations has been achieved. The problem of determining a consistent instantiation of a path-
consistent and atomic constraint network of RCC5 relations, containing an infinite number of variables was successfully
solved in [8], whereas the same question related to RCC8 relations remained unanswered.
In this paper, we solved the problem of determining a realization of a finite, atomic and path-consistent constraint
network of RCC8 base relations. Our instantiation used closed subsets (i.e. intervals) of R to consistently instantiate the
network’s variables.
Note that solving the sameproblem in the case of a network containing an infinite number of variables represents another
challenge. Indeed, the main difficulty lies in the fact that dealing with the NTTP constraint as we previously did becomes
practically impossible, since we cannot enumerate all the NTPP relations between two nodes of R. Thus, a totally new
approach must be designed to solve this problem.
Moreover, Renz andNebel [29] showed that every finite and path-consistent constraint network of RCC8whose variables
are constrained by ORD-Horn relations is consistent. Another problem of interest would be to try to generalize Renz and
Nebel’s result and provide a consistent instantiation of any atomic ORD-Horn network, possibly containing a countably
infinite number of elements.
Appendix
See Fig. 6.
Fig. 6. Composition table of the RCC8 relations where the symbol * denotes the union of all possible relations.
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